
Picking & Decoding The NSN14 Ignition 
With All 10 Cuts Present

NSN14
[Ignition]



Dealing with the NSN14 is no harder and no different 
than dealing with the door locks, the only real 
difference is you have 2 more wafers to pick 
and decode in the ignition.

In this guide we take you through the process 
of picking and decoding the NSN14 Ignition.

Picking the NSN14 Ignition Lock 

As with all picking processes, we begin by fully 
inserting the NSN14, 3in1 tool fully in the lock, you 
can confirm full entry by confirming that you can feel 
a springy wafer in positions 1 and 10 with no tension 
on. So begin by fully inserting the 3in1 tool

Position 5 is 1st to bind & pick                                     Position 1 is next to bind & pick

We must now check each position in turn, we then pick the binding positions, if a position slaps or has any 
spring movement at all, we must leave this well alone. 

We are looking for solid binding wafers only, each time we find a solid binding until the wafer picks and 
can be felt to slap, once slapping its picked and we can move on to find the next binding wafer.
Once all binding wafers are found and picked, the lock will open.
Do not be too heavy handed when picking a binding wafer, as this leads to overlifting and can prevent 
opening of the lock.

With NSN14 I find best results when starting with the odd number wafers.
With the example lock, this is how the pick went

NSN 14 Ignition Lock Info 

Wafers in Ignition lock : 10
Heights: 4
Picking direction: clockwise
Sequence: none just start with odds first
Decode direction: decode in same direction as picked
Key Type: Edge
Tension required: light to medium



Position 7 is next to bind & pick

Position 10 binds & picks next                                          Position 2 is next to bind and pick

Position 6 is next to bind and pick                                     after picking position 6 lock opened

The fact that we didn't need to pick positions 3, 4, 8 and 9 tells us instantly that these are all No 4 cuts.
Once picked open, hold the lock in the open position.

After picking position 7 the plug turned a fraction 
which indicates all odd number wafers were 
picked and set, so I then move to the even 
numbered wafers;



Decoding the NSN14 Ignition 
lock with the 3in1 tool 

We decode on this lock in the same direction as we 
picked in  by gently pulling/pushing the lifting arm 
GENTLY along each numbered line until it stops, it 
will stop on a numbered cross line which will be the 
key cut, decode each position and write down your 
decode.

The demo lock we just picked, decoded as;

Position 1 decodes as a 3 cut                                           Position 2 decodes as a 2 cut

Position 3 decodes as a 4 cut                                          Position 4 decodes as a 4 cut



Position 5 decodes as a 2 cut                                            Position 6 decodes as a 3 cut

Position 7 decodes as a 3 cut                                             Position 8 decodes as a 4 cut

Position 9 decodes as a 4 cut                                            Position 10 decodes as a 3 cut

So on our example lock the full key decodes from bow to tip as cuts 3244233443 which relates 
to a manufacturers key code of 05531 on instacode card 220.

Once decoded you can either look up manufacturers key code, or you can enter the decoded cuts 
into your cut to code machine and simply cut the key.


